
Do not bring your dragon to
the library
written by Julie Gassman ; illustrated by Andy Elkerton.

Rhyming books are always appreciated at
Storytime, and a rhyming book about
libraries is even better. Couple that with a
bold and colorful art style and this tale

about why dragons don't belong in the library will captivate
young readers or listeners ears and eyes.

Duncan the story dragon
Amanda Driscoll.

Duncan the dragon loves to read but his
tendency to breath fire when he gets
excited means he's never finished a book.
A flowing art style and simple story about
finding a friend with shared interests
makes this a fun Storytime read, and it

doesn't hurt that the shared interest is reading.

When a dragon moves in
written by Jodi Moore ; illustrated by Howard McWilliam.
--

I would liken this book to the "if you give a mouse (or pig, or
moose) a cookie (or pancake or muffin)"
series for how the action flows. While it

doesn't follow the exact chain-of-events actions that those
books create, this book has it's own manic energy as a
young boy builds a sandcastle so perfe...

Not your typical dragon
by Dan Bar-el ; illustrated by Tim Bowers. --

This one wasn't read at Storytime due to length but is a
recommended read-at-home book to continue the theme.

Young Crispin Blaze is supposed to breath
fire for the first time on his 7th birthday,

but fire isn't what comes out of his mouth. This humorous
story will keep young ones guessing at what...

Unionville Library Storytime - September 29th 2017 -
Dragons!
What child's imagination isn't captured by these fire-breathing (or not?) fantasy beasts. From book-
loving dragons to beach-dragons, these stories livened up Storytime at the Library, and are sure to
do so at home as well.
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